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Theory of disclinations in elastic Cosserat media 

J. P. NOWACKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE CONCEPT of disclinations in a micropolar Cosserat medium is exposed in the paper. The 
starting point is the surface model of Volterra which determines the disclination by means 
of displacement discontinuities at a certain surface a. Green's functions are used to derive the 
general formulae for the displacement u and rotation cp fields. The displacement discontinuity 
is then modelled by a suitable distribution of body forces and couples at the surface a. Transition 
from distortions to disclinations is shown and the distortional model of a disclination is construct
ed. In the concluding section, effective solutions for the displacement u and rotation fields cp 
are derived in the cases of the fundamental types of disclinations. 

W pracy przedstawiono koncepcj~ dysklinacji w ciele mikropolarnym Cosserat6w. Punktem 
wyjscia jest powierzchniowy model Volterry, okreslajClCY dysklinacj~ poprzez niecictglosc prze
mieszczenia na pewnej powierzchni a. Przy pomocy funkcji Greena znaleziono og6lne wzory 
na pole przemieszczen u i pole obrot6w cp. Nast~pnie wymodelowano nieci'lglosc przemiesz
czenia na powierzchni a poprzez rozklad sit i moment6w masowych na tej powierzchni. Dalszy 
ci'lg pracy poswi~ony jest przejsciu od dystorsji do dysklinacji; utworzono dystorsyjny model 
dysklinacji. W ostatniej cz~sci wyprowadzono efektywne rozwi'lzania na pole przemieszczen u 
i pole obrot6w cp dla podstawowych typ6w dysklinacji. 

B pa6oTe npe~crasneHa I<oHuenuH.a ~UCKJIHHal{HH B MHI<ponon.apHoM Tene Koccepa. HcxoAHOH 

TO'lii<o:H RBJIHeTc.a noaepXHOCTHa.a MOAeJIL Bon&Teppa, onpeAeJIRIOI..l{a.R AHCKJIHHal{HIO t.~epea 
pa3pbiB nepeMel.l{eHH.R Ha HeKOTOpOH noaepXHOCTH (], ilpH llOMOI.l{H <f>yHKI.{HH rpHHa HaHAeHbl 

06ll{He <f>opMyJibl AJI.R llOJI.R nepeMell{eHHH U H llOJI.R Bpal.l{eHHH cp . 3aTeM pa3pbiB nepeMetneHH.R 

Ha nosepXHOCTH (] MOAeJIHpOBaH 'llepe3 pacnpeAeJieHHe CHJI H MaCCOBblX MOMeHTOB Ha 3TOH 

noaepXHOCTH. llpo~OJIH<eHHe pa60Tbl llOCB.Rl.l{eHO nepeXOAY OT AHCTOpCHH I< AHCKJIHHal{HHj 

o6paaoaaHa AHCTopcHa.a MOAeJI& AHCI<JIHHal{HH. B nocneAHe:H tiaCTH pa6oThi BhiBeAeHbi 3$

!:l>eKTHBHLie pemeHH.R AJI.R llOJI.R nepeMell{eHHH U H llOJI.R Bpal.l{eHHH cp AJIH OCHOBHblX THOOB 

AHCI<JIHHal{HH. 

Introduction 

IN THE classical theory of elasticity it is assumed that interactions of individual portions 
of the medium, the contact interactions, may completely be described by means of the 
force-stress vector. This assumption results in describing the deformation of the body 
in terms of the symmetric strain and stress tensors. 

The model does not comply, however, with experimental results concerning such cases 
in which large stress concentrations occur, e.g. in the vicinity of notches or cavities and 
holes. Considerable differences may also be observed in high frequency wave propagation 
problems and in granular bodies and polymers; this seems to be the result of disregarding 
the microstructure of the materials considered. 

In order to explain those differences, W. VOIGT [19] introduced in 1887 the notion 
of couple-stress vector, in addition to the usual force-stress vector. In 1909 the Cosserat 
brothers [20, 21] outlined the complete theory of asymmetric elasticity. A rigid trihedron 
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ascribed to any point of the deforming body moves and rotates in the process of deforma
tion of the · medium. The polar medium obtained consists of material elements, each of 
which is characterized by six degrees of freedom, and is then used to model the deformation 
of the body in terms of asymmetric stress and deformation tensors. The Cosserat theory 
has been developed in recent years by R. A. TOUPIN [22], A. C. ERINGEN and A. S. SUHUBI 
[23], W. GiiNTHER [24] and W. NOWACKI [25]. 

The dislocations and disclinations in Cosserat media were considered in several papers. 
The first author who ~uggested the necessity of applying the Cosserat theory to those 
problems was probably E. KRoNER [1]. In considering the deformations produced by plastic 
torsion he proposed to introduce the couple-stresses into the theory of dislocations. 

Further papers in which the Cosserat theory was used were based on a special version 
of that theory, and namely on the so-called model with constrained rotations. C. TEooosiu 
[2] tackled the problem of determining the stresses produced by dislocations. The starting 
point of his considerations was the set of non-homogeneous compatibility equations in
volving the dislocation density tensor. Following the same line of reasoning, M. MISICU 
[3] constructed the fundamental conditions of compatibility expressed in terms of stresses 
(the generalized Beltrami equations) for the Cosserat media. A particular problem of 
determining the stresses produced by dislocations has been solved for the case of a model 
with constrained rotations. 

Another particular problem was dealt with in the paper by Z. KNESL and F. SEMEL 
[4], and namely the calculation of couple-stresses produced by ed~e dislocations. Here 
also the starting point was the set of compatibility conditions of the plane state of strain. 
The equations were reduced to simple (biharmonic and Helmholtz-type) forms by means 
of the Airy and Mindlin stress functions. 

The fundamental theoretical concept of dislocations in a Cosserat medium was out
lined by C. A. ERINGEN and· W. D. CLAUSS [5]. It was based on the application of non
homogeneous compatibility conditions, their right-hand sides containing the dislocation 
and disclination density tensors. The concept was then generalized to meromorphic media 
by the same authors. 

K. H. ANTHONY [7] considered the problem of disclinations in Cosserat media by 
following the concept of A. C. Eringen and W. D. Clauss, and discussed the problem 
of a screw dislocation. Two-dimensional problems were analyzed by W. NoWACKI [8] 
who also started from the non-homogeneous compatibility conditions. 

The two types of defects discussed here may also be considered using another method. 
In the classical theory of elasticity the Volterra model of defect description is used; it is 
expressed as a set of forced deformations on certain surfaces [9-11 ]. 

The present paper is aimed at describing the disclinations by means of a Volterra-type 
model defined for the Cosserat continuum. The derivation of fundamental equations 
will be followed by a number of simple examples involving disclinations of various 
types. 

The paper combines and generalizes the results obtained in two other papers by the 
author [12, 13] on the problem of dislocations in micropolar media. Static problems 
will be discussed in this paper and hence the time-dependent terms of all equations will be 
disregarded. 
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1. The Volterra distortion 

Let us consider the doubly-connected body subject to self-stresses. Once the deforma
tions of that body are known, the displacements and rotations may be derived by the method 

given by E. CESARO [28]. Let P(x) be a point at which the displacements u;(x) and rotations 
;p i(i) are known. The values of ui(x) and cpi(x) at another point P(x) are determined by 
means of a line integral taken along a continuous and rectifiable curve connecting the 

points P and P 

p 

(1.1) uj(x) = uj(x)+ J dui+nbj 

(1.2) 

where 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

p 
p 

= Uj(x) + Ckji(Xj- xj) <h(x) + f [yli + Ckji (xj- Cj) Xzk] dC, + nbi' 
p 

p p 

cpi(x) = ~i(x)+ J dcpi+nwi = tPi(x)+ J xudC,+nw;, 
p p 

b; = f (yli- ckii Ci x,k) dC,, 
c 

W; = f "li dC,. 
c 

Here n is the number of revolutions taken along the contour of integration C. 
The integrals (1.3), (1.4) have constant values, independent of the position of the 

closed contour C which lies within the body and can not be contracted to a single point [14]. 
Let the displacement and rotation discontinuities occur at the surface a. This surface 

is selected in such a way that a cut performed along a renders the body simply-connected. 
Let a+ and a- denote the surfaces neighbouring upon a, and p+ (x+), P(x), p- (x-)-the 
points lying close to each other and located on the respective surfaces a+, a, a-. 

FIG. 1. FIG. 2. 
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After performing the cut along (] let us write down the Cesaro integrals for the simply
connected body, p- (x-) and p+ (x+) constituting the lower and upper limits of integration, 
respectively. 

p+ p+ 

(1.5) ut(x+) = ui(x-)+ekii(xf-xj)q>;;(x-)+ J (yli-ekiiCix,k)dC,+xi J ekii"'"dC,, 
p- p-

p+ 

(1.6) q;l(x+) = q>i(x-)+ J xudC,. 
p-

Passing with surfaces (]+, (]- to the surface (] we obtain 

and the integrals in Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) are transformed to the integrals taken over closed 
contours 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

ut(x+)-ui(x-) = f (yli-ekiiC,x,k)dC,+xi f ekiix,kdC,, 
c c 

q;t(x+)- q>i(x-) = f Xti dC,. 
c 

Using the formulae (1.3) and (1.4) and denoting by [ui(x)]11 and [q>i(x)]11 the respective 
displacement and rotation discontinuities calculated at points x E C1, we obtain 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

[ui(x)]11 = bi + ekiixiwb 

[q>i(x)]11 = wi. 

It is seen that if the surface discontinuities of displacements and rotations are introduced 
into a doubly-connected body in the manner shown above, the discontinuities must be 
of the forms given by Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10). 

In the case of Hooke's bodies, such an operation of introducing the stresses into 
a simply-connected body was performed by V. Volterra who called the resulting defect 
a distortion. 

2. Surface model of dislocation and disclination 

Let us consider an elastic micropolar body which is homogeneous, centrosymmetric 
and isotropic. A disclination in such a body will be described by discontinuities of the 
fields of displacements and rotations on a bounded open surface C1 (Fig. 3). The discontinui
ties are_ given by the following relations: 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

[u,(x)l,. = B,(x) = b,+e1q,.Qq(x,-x,), 

[q>z(x)]u = .Q,. 

Here b-Burgers vector, Sl-Frank vector, x-a point on the axis of rotation. 
From the conditions of geometric compatibility on the surface of discontinuity [15, 16] 

(2.3) 
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FIG. 3. FIG. 4. 

we obtain the following relations for the derivatives of displacements and rotations: 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

[Vju;]a = EpjiQp, 

[VjfPila = 0, 

535 

what yields the conditions of continuity of the force-stress and couple-stress tensors at 
the surface of discontinuity 

[ajJa = 0, lJtiila = 0 · 

Let us surround the surface a by a closed surface S and denote the region lying outside S 
by V. The introduction of the displacement and rotation discontinuities, Eqs. (2.1) and 
(2.2), produces in the body the state of deformation characterized by the displacements 
U;, rotations f/J; and stresses a1;, p1;. The displacements and rotations should satisfy in 
the region V the generalized Lame system of equations 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

LJ;u;+Rii(/Ji = 0, 

Dji({J;+Ri;U; = 0. 

Here the following notations have been introduced: 

Lii = AjpisVpVs = [A<5Jp<5;5 +(!-l+a)<5ps<5ij+(f.-l-a)<5is<5pdVPVs, 

Dji = BJpis V p Vs- 4a<5ij = [,8<5jp <5;5 + (y+ t) <5ps <5ij+ (y-E) <5js <5p;]V p Vs-4<X<5ij, 

R11 = 2as1p; V P; 

A, p, a, ,8, y, s are material constants of the Cosserat medium. The discontinuities (2.1)-(2.5) 
play here a role analogous to that of the boundary conditions in a bounded body. It is 
moreover required that u ~ 0 and cp ~ 0 at x-+ oo. 

In order to solve the above system of equations let us now introduce the Green func-

tions G;n, f/Jin and Gin, cP;n for an infinite region. The functions satisfy the corresponding 
systems of equations: 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

3 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 4177 

Li; Gin+ RJ; fP;n + b1n b3 (x- x') = 0, 

DJ;fP;n+RJ;Gin = 0 
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and 

(2.10) 

(2.11) Di1 ~1,+Ri1 G1,.+~in~3 (x-x') = 0. 

Since the fields u and cp are of the class C< 2 > in the entire region V, the following identities 
must hold true: 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

u,.(x) = J u,.(x')~3 (x-x')dV(x'), 
V 

<p,.(x) = J <p,.(x')~3 (x-x')dV(x'). 
V 

Consequently, elimination of the Dirac function (2.12), (2.13) by means of Eqs. (2.8)-(2.11) 
and application of the formulae (2.6) and (2.7) yields 

(2.14) u,.(x) = - f [A,i"'(u,G~c,,,dSi-u;.iG",dS,)]- f 2a.eii"(u;(/>~cn+<p;G~crt)dSi 
s s 

- j [Btikl(cp,([>""·'dSi- <p;,i([>",dS,], 
s 

(2.15) cp,.(x) =- f [Au~c,(u,G~c,,,dSi-ui.iGkndS,]- f 2a.e;j~c(u,a>~c,+cp;G~c,)dSi 
s s 

- f [Bii~cl(cp;cP~c,.,ldSi-<p;,ia>",dS,)]. 
s 

Passing with the surface S to d and using the conditions (2.1)-(2.5), we obtain 

(2.16) u,.(x) = J dV(x')[A;;kl G~cn(x,x')fiit.l(x') 
V 

- 2a.eiik(/>kn(x, x'fih;(x')+ Bu~cl(/>k,(x, x')fJii,l(x')], 

(2.17) <p11 (X) = J dV(x') [Aiikl G~e11 (X, x')fjj;,l(x') 
V 

Here 

(2.18) 
a 

(2.19) 
a 

The-displacement and rotation fields given by Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) are the fields sought 
for. They satisfy the generalized Lame system of equations within the entire region out
side the surfaced, and the conditions (2.1}-(2.5) on the surface a. The formulae for displace
ments and rotations due to a dislocation is obtained by substituting n = 0 into Eqs. 
(2~ 16)-(2.19): 

(2.20) u,.(x) = J dV(x') [A;jkl G~c11 (X, x')'YJji,l(x')- 2a.eiik (/>kn(X, x')'f}j;(x')], 
V • 

(2.21) <p,.(x) = J dV(x') [A;iklGk,(x, x')1Jit.z(x')-2a.e;ik&kn(x, x')'f}j;(x')] 
V 
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where 

(2.22) ?'JJ;(x') = bi J b3(x' -~)d<YJ(~). 
C1 

3. Introduction of fictitious body forces and couples 

In the preceding section we considered a homogeneous system of equations in terms 
of displacements and rotations with the boundary (discontinuity) conditions on the surface 
<1. Now we shall try to obtain the results previously derived by solving the non-homogeneous 
system of equations written in terms of displacements and rotations; to that end, certain 
fictitious body forces and body couples will be used. The forces and couples will be de
termined by equating the results previously obtained to the displacement and rotation 
fields produced by those forces and expressed by means of the Green functions. Let us 
solve the following non-homogeneous system of equations: 

(3.1) L1iu;+R1;cpi+XJ = 0, 

(3.2) DJ; Cfit + Rii Ut+ Yi = 0. 
Apply now the reciprocity theorem for an infinite region, 

(3.3) f (X;u~+ Y1cpDdV = f (X;u,+ Yjcp;)dV. 
V V 

Under the assumption that 

we obtain 

(3.4) 

and assuming 

we have 

(3.5) 

{u~, cp~, X~, Y~} = {Gi,., l/Jin' binb3(x-x'), 0} 

Un(x) = J (Xi Gin+ Y; ll>;n)dV(x') 
V 

9?n(X) = J (XiGin+ Yt~in)dV(x'). 
V 

On comparing the formulae (3.4) and (3.5) with Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain 

(3.6) Xk = A;Jkt fiJ;,z = AiJkt o~i f Bt(x') b3(x' -~)d<ri(~), 
C1 

(3.7) Yk = B,1k,eji,z-2rxEiJk"iiji 

= Btikt ::l
0

, f.Q1 b 3 (x'-~)d<rj{~)-2rxetik r Bt(x')b3(x'-~)d<rJ{Q. 
ux1 ~ 

C1 C1 

The fields of displacements u and rotations cp are now derived by solving the non
homogeneous system of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) in which the body forces X and body couples Y 
are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3. 7). 

3* 
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The system of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) may also be written as 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Here 

A;Jkl'Ytk,J+A;Jklrj,k,J = 0, 

BiJkl "''k,j + 2cx.sijk 'Yik + Bijk,elk,J + 2cx.s;1k1iik = o. 

'Yik = uk,z-BJikCfJb "''k = CfJk,l 

and use has been made of the identities Aiikl = Aklii, B;1kz = Bklii. 

In the entire region the equilibrium conditions must be satisfied, 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(Jji,j = 0, 

B;jk(Jjk+/-lji,j = 0 

and hence we obtain the following relations between the fields of force-stresses a;1 and 
couple-stresses 1-lii, and the fields of strains 'Yii and torsion-fiexure deformations "'ii: 

(3.12) <11; = Aiikz'Ytk+A;Jklrjtb 

(3.13) 

4. Distortional model of dislocation and disclination 

Let us consider an infinite elastic body containing the initial distortions y1;, x1;. If 

the elastic deformations produced by y1;, f:e1; are denoted by ~1;, ~1;, then the complete 
deformations may be written in the form 

(4.1) 

Stresses a11 , !-lit are given by the formulae 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(Jji = Aijkl 'Ytk- AijkiYik' 

/-lii = B;Jkl "''k- B;Jkl f:e,k. 

The deformations y1;, "'J; may be expressed in terms of the displacements u; and rota
tions cp;, 

(4.4) 

Substituting the expressions (4.4) into Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) and then into the equations of 
equilibrium 
(4.5) (Jji,j = 0, 

(4.6) 

the non-homogeneous system of equations is obtained 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

L1;u1+RJ;CfJJ = A;JklYtk,J• 

D1;CfJ1+ R1;u1 = B;JkzXtk,J+ 2cx.c;zkYzk. 

Let us introduce the following notations for the right-hand terms of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8): 

(4.9) -AijklYlk,j = Xf, 
(4.10) 
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Using the reciprocity theorem for distortions and following the way of reasoning of 
the preceding section we obtain 

(4.1 I) 

(4.12) 

un = J (XrGin+Y1f/J;n)dV, 
V 

Let us now compare the formulae for displacements and rotations, Eqs. (4.11) and 
(4.12), and for the force-· and couple-stresses, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), in the distortional 
model, with the corresponding formulae (3.4), (3.5) and (3.12), (3.13) obtained by introduc
ing the fictitious body forces and body couples. It is readily seen that they are identical 
(i.e. all of them represent the solutions of the problem of dislocations and disclinations) 
provided 

(4.13) 
a 

(4.14) 
(J 

Thus the dislocations and disclinations have been modelled by means of the distortions 
described by Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14). Inserting Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) into the formulae (4.11) 
and (4.12), we obtain 

(4.15) Un(x) = - J [AiiklYii,l(x')Gkn(x, x') 

(4.16) cpn{x) = 

V 

f [AijklYii.t(x')Gkn(x, x') 
V 

- 2cu:iikYii(x')<i>kn(x, x') + BiiktXji,l(x')cPkn(x, x')]dV(x'). 

Integration by parts and substitution of the following Green functions [17] 

1 (e-Rfl-1) 
(/)jn = -~np, Cnjp V P R ' 

A 1 ( e-Rf'-1 ) 
Gj,. = Snp, BnjpVp R ' 
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yields the formulae 

1 J[o o 1 o (4.17) Un(x) = Sn YinR,jpp+/'njR,ppj-t="YR,npjf'jp 

V 

+ 1 ~. R.mYii] dV(x') + 2,.~+rx.) J j)11 (J2F. ;;,-Q, ,b1,]dV 
V 

- s!,u J Uj;[(y+e) enip r. pj+ (y-e) enjp r. piJdV, 

V 

(4.18) qJ,(x) = - 8~1' J y,, [ (!'+rx.)e,,,r .• ,+(!'-rx.)e,,,r .•• 

Here 

+ .,,,(!''l'- rx.F) ... + "•1• "1~ rx. a] av + 
8
:,.a. J {x ,, y(!''l'- rx.F). ,,, + ;t, ""E .• 

V 

e-Rfl-1 
F= -

R 

P =E-r, 

h2 = l:J'+/3 
4cx ' 

+ ";;,rz [(y+ e)X1,D.1+ (y-e)Je,1 D. 1]] dV. 

e-Rtt 
!J=--

R ' 

A 
'V = ---=--:--:-----:-

2(A+,u)' 

e-Rfh-1 
E= R 

J2 = _(,u+ ex) (y+ e) , 
4,ucx 

In the case of Hooke's body (ex = 0) we obtain the well-known result 

(4.19) u.(x) = 8~ J [r1,R,1,,+j1,1R, 1,,- I~. ,t1,R,1,,+ I~. JfJJR, ••• ]av, 
V 

(4.20) 
1 

<J?n(X) = 2 enjk Vj Uk · 

Equations ( 4.13), ( 4.14) and ( 4.17), ( 4.18) are useful in considering certain particular cases 
of dislocations and disclinations in a micropolar medium. 

S. Examples 

In this section the displacement and rotation fields will be derived for several simple 
cases of disclinations; let us rewrite Eqs. ( 4.13) and ( 4.14) in the following form: 

(5.1) Ykl = -~~c(a){hz+ezqrQq{x;-xr)}, 
(5.2) iek, = - ~~c(a)Q, 

with the notation 

~k( a) = J ~3 (x'- ~) da~;~). 
a 

Let us assume for the surface of discontinuity the plane x~ x; at negative values of x~ (x~ 
= 0, x~ < 0) characterized by the normal vector directed towards negative x; , n = [0, - 1, 
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0]. The axis of rotation passes through the origin of the coordinate system. Then da2 

-dC1dC3, while 
0 00 

!5in) = J d3(x' -~)da2(~) = - J !5(x~ -C1)dC1<5(x~) J <5(x~-CJ)dC3 = 
a -oo -oo 

= -H( -xa!5(x~), 
H(- x;) denoting the Heaviside function is defined as follows: 

1
0 for x~ > 0, 

H(-x~) = I 
for x~ < 0. 

Let us observe that the only non-vanishing components of the distortion tensors .y1, and 
x Ji in Eqs. ( 5.1) and ( 5.2) are 

(5.~) y2 , = (b,+elqr.Qqxr)H(-x~)<5(x;)~ 

(5.4) x21 = D,H( -x~)f)(x;)". 

X~ 

x.f 

FIG. 5. FIG. 6. 

It is seen that the above expressions may be composed of two parts, one of them 
corresponding to the assumption n = 0 and the other to b = 0. The first part is due to 
a dislocation; it was discussed in the paper [12] and it is not necessary to repeat the deriva
tions here. Let us rather pass to the second part, that is to the assumption b = 0. Consider 
the case shown in Fig. 6. 

The assumption .01 = .02 = 0, .03 ::1= 0 yields the following equations: 

(5.5) Y21 = Y23 = 0, Y22 = D3x~H(-x~)f)(x;), 
(5.6) x21 = X22 = 0, >e23 = .Q3H( -x~)~(x;). 

After substituting the results in Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) we obtain 

- .Q3(y+e) { o2 iJ2 } 
ul = u1- ---- [x2(/2-l1)]- --2 (ls-14) , 

4np, ox1 ox2 ox2 

- .Q3(y+e) I o2 x2 o } 
u2 = u2- 4np, oxi [x2(12 -/1))- p /2- ox2 (12 -/1) ' 

(5.7) u3 = 0! 

CfJI = 0, 

CfJ2 = 0, 

.Q3 { 0 0 } C{J3 = -- -_ -ls-X2--(12 -/1) • 
2n ox2 OXt 
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Here 
/1 = -lnr, /2 = Ko(rjl), !3 = Ko(rfh), 

0 

Is = J Ko(r fl)d~ 1 , 

-oo 

r = [(xi +xD]1
'
2

, r = [(x.- ~~)2 +xiJ1' 2
• 

K0 (z) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind (McDonald function). Displacements 
u1 , u2 have the form 

(5.8) 

and they represent the solution of the problem of disclination in a Hooke's body. 
Let us now consider the case shown in Fig. 7. Here D 1 =I= 0, Q 2 = Q 3 = 0 and 

hence the only non-vanishing components are 

(5.9) 
Y22 = - x; .qt H(- x~) ~(x;), 

X21 = D1 H( -x~)~(x;). 

Substitution of Eqs. ( 4.17) and ( 4.18) yields 

and are the solutions for the disclination of that type in Hooke's body. Observe that uJ 

for r = 0 possesses a logarithmic singularity. 
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FIG. 7. FIG. 8. 

Let us now finally consider the case illustrated by Fig. 8. Here Q 1 = Q 3 = 0, 
!J2 ¥= 0 and the non-vanishing tensor components are 

(5.12) 

Y21 = Q2x;H(-xDl5(x;), 

Y23 = -!J2x~H( -x~)l5(x;), 

ie22 = !J2H( -x~)~(x~). 

On substituting these in Eqs. ( 4.17) and ( 4.18) we obtain 

(5.13) 

where 

0 

I 6 = f dC 1 Ko ( ~ ) , 
-00 

0 0 

I 8 = J dC 1 C 1 Ko ( ~ ) , 
-00 

I. = J dC 1 C 1 Ko ( ~ ) . 
- oo 
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The displacements u1 , u2 , u3 have the following form: 

_ D2 x3 [ · x 2 x 1 x 2 ] 
u1 = ~ arc tg-x;- + 2 (1-v)r 2 , 

(5 14) D2x3 r X~] · u2 = 4n(1-v) (1-2v)lnr+ ~ , 

- D 2 x 1 l x 2 I - 2v ] 
u3 = 2n arc tg-x;- + 2 (1-v) (lnr-1) 

and represent the solutions for that type of disclination in Hooke's body. Observe that 
q; 1 and u2 exhibit logarithmic singularities for r = 0. 
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